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1. INTRODUCTION 
The investigation of arithmetical properties of partly ordered groups (pO-groups) 
has its origin in the study of arithmetics of integral domains. Especially the notion 
of a Kronecker function ring is of great importance in the theory of divisibility of 
integral domains. This notion was introduced by W. Krull in order to study the 
arithmetics of integral domains. The principal ad vantage of the extension process 
which leads from an integrally closed domain A to its Kronecker function ring K(A) 
is the fact tha t K(A) is a Bezout domain, i.e. any finitely generated ideal is principal. 
Another historical source of a study of arithmetics of pO-groups was the work of 
S.L Borewicz and I.R. Shafarevicz [4], where the concept of an integral domain with 
the theory of divisors was introduced. It was observed for the first time by L. Skula 
[22] that an integral domain has a theory of divisors if and only if it is a Krull domain. 
In the course of time it has become more and more clear that all this arithmetical 
notions in integral domains have their purely multiplicative analogues in (commu-
tative) semigroups with cancellation law. One of the first such observations was 
done again by Skula who defined the notion of a semigroup with divisor theory [21]. 
Since divisibility properties of integral domains and semigroups with cancellation are 
mostly represented by properties of order relations of their groups of divisibility, a 
very natural and fruitful generalization was to investigate arithmetical properties of 
pO-groups. The principal tool for the investigation of these properties in p o groups 
seems to be the notion of an r-ideal which has its origin in a paper of Lorenzen [13]. 
Wfe will not be dealing here with a history of this notion, see e.g. [2], [12]. We recall 
only that by an ?'-system of ideals in a directed pO-group G we mean a map A" «-> Xr 
The first author was suppor ted by the Grant Agency of the Czech Repub l ic (201/93/2122) . 
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(Xr is called an r-ideal) from the set of all lower bounded subsets X of G into the 
power set of G which satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) X C Nr, 
(2) X CYr => Xr C Yrj 
(3) {a}r = a.G+ = (a) for all aeG, 
(4) a.Xr = (a.X)r for all a G G. 
The theory of r-ideals of pO-groups seems to be a tool which enables us to establish 
relationships between arithmetical properties of integral domains and the theory of 
pO-groups. There exists a lot of works justifying these processes, one of the last result 
in this direction being a paper of A. Geroldinger and the first author ([6]) where it is 
proved tha t properties of being a PVMD (Priifer ^-multiplication domain), a domain 
of Krull type, or an independent domain of Krull typo, are purely multiplicative ones 
and can be expressed by using /--ideals in the corresponding groups of divisibility. 
For example, a domain A is a PVMD iff G(A) has a theory of quasi-divisors (see [2], 
[16] for definitions). 
From the point of view of the r-ideals theory the notion of a Kronecker function 
ring, or a domain of Krull type, or PVMD, have the same common background in 
the r-ideal theory, namely the notion of a Lorenzen v-group. Recall tha t for any 
r-closed pO-group G with an /-system (i.e. Ar: Ar C G
+ for any finite A C G), to 
an r-system r we can associate another r-system denoted by ra such that 
Ar<i = {cj e G: <j.Kr C Ar x Kr, for some finite K C G} 
whenever A C G is finite. The principal property of this r-system ra is tha t the 
monoid of finitely generated rf,-ideals (under /^-multiplication, see e.g. [2],[12]) sat-
isfies the cancellation law and hence possesses a quotient group A r (G) which is 
called the Lorenzen r-group of G. This group is a lattice ordered group if we set 
A r ( G )
+ = {ATtijBTti : Ara C BVi} and, moreover, A,(G) contains G as an ordered 
subgroup. Then this common background of the above mentioned notions can be 
described as follows: 
(1) A domain A is a PVMD iff the embedding G(A) -> At(G(A)) is a theory of 
quasi-divisors ([6]). 
(2) A domain A is of a Krull type iff the same embedding as in (1) is a theory of 
quasi-divisors of a finite character ([6]). 
(3) G(K(A))=At(G(A)). 
Hence it seems worthwhile to investigate other properties of Lorenzen /--groups 
since these properties can reflect some arithmetical properties of integral domains. 
In this paper we investigate some of these properties of Lorenzen /--groups of 
pO-groups. First we describe relationships between the structure of O-ideals in a po-
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group and some l-ideals of its Lorenzen /'-group. If a po-group G has a theory of 
quasi-divisors of a finite character, there exists a defining family W of t-valuations 
//>: G —> G1V of G such that W satisfies some approximation theorem (see [16]). Then 
there exists a special subset K(W) of Yl G™ (called the set of compatible elements) 
wew 
and we show tha t even in a rather general case (G is only defined by a family of 
/-valuations of a finite character) the set K(W) is an /-group which is isomorphic 
to Ar(G) for rather general r-systems. Finally, we show tha t a pO-group G with 
a theory of quasi-divisors (more generally, r-Prufer pO-groups) may be defined as 
a //o-group with G/H an O-group for any minimal /-local O-ideal B of C7, and it is 
shown that in this case G and Ar(G) behave analogously with respect to the property 
/'-system = /-system. 
2. LORENZEN '/'-GROUP 
Let G be a directed commutative partly ordered group (pO-group) and let r be an 
/-system of ideals defined on G. Recall that an r-system is called a D-system, if 
xv = n (2/)» 
XC(y),y£G 
and it is called a /-system, if 
Xt = [J Yv. 
YCX,Y finite 




Aii /--ideal Xr is finitely generated if A',. = Yr for some finite subset Y. Clearly, 
any /-system is of finite character and for any /•-system r of a finite character on G, 
Xr C Xt (r ^ /, in symbol). On the set Xr(G) of/'-ideals we may define an ordering 
by A',. ^ Yr iff Yr C A
r
r and a multiplication Xr x Yr — (XrYr)r = (X.Y)r. A 
yjO-group G with an /'-system r is /'-closed if (Xr : A
r
T.) C G
+ for any Xr. As we 
have mentioned in the introduction, for any /'-closed po-group G we may construct 
another /'-system in G, denoted by r(l, such that r(l is regularly closed, i.e. in the 
semigroup (lf(G), x ) of all finitely generated r-ideals the cancellation law holds. 
The quotient group A r (G) of X 1(G) is called the Lorenzen r-group of G and a map 
//: G -> A r((7) defined by h(g) — (g) is an O-isomorphism into. 
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An O-homomorphism p from a pO-group G\ with an /-system r\ into a /;O-group 
G2 with an r-system r2 is an (i\,r2)-morphism if <p(Xri) C (p(X))r.2 for any lower 
bounded subset X. If G2 is totally ordered (i.e. an o-group) and <p is surjective, then 
(p is called an Ti -valuation if it is an (r\, l)-morphism. Moreover, an o-homomorphism 
p: G\ —> G2 is called essential if it is an O-epimorpliism and ker p is a directed convex 
subgroup of G\ (i.e. an o-ideal of Gi ) . Finally, we say that a p o g r o u p G admits a 
theory of quasi-divisors if there exists an l-group T and an O-isomorphism h of G into 
T such that for any a G V there exist g\,... ,gn G G such that a = h(g\)/\. . .Ah(gn). 
In [6]; Th. 3.8, it is proved that the existence of a theory of quasi-divisors of a finite 
character is equivalent to the existence of a family IV of essential t-valuations such 
tha t 
(1) VgeG,g>l^(VweW)w(g)^l 
(2) VgeG, g ^ l , {w G IV: w(g) ^ 1} is finite. 
In this case W is called a defining family of a finite character. 
In this section we want first to modify some constructions used originally for t-
valuations. We need the following simple lemma. 
L e m m a 2 . 1 . Let G be a directed po-group and let Hi, H2 be o-ideals of G. 
Then in the set of all convex subgroups ofG there exists the smallest one containing 
Hi, H2, denoted by [H ! ,H 2 ] . Moreover, [H\,H2] is also an o-ideal. 
P r o o f . Let S = {g G G: 3h{ G H+ such that 1 < g ^ h\h2). Then 5 is a 
convex subgroup in G+, Hr
+ C S. It follows that the quotient group [H i ,H 2] of 5 
in G is an O-ideal which possesses the required properties. • 
L e m m a 2 .2 . Let p: G -> F be an essential o-homomorphism of a po-group G 
into T. Then <p is a (t,t)-morphism. 
P r o o f . Let X be a lower bounded subset in G and let g G AV Then there 
exists a finite subset K C A' such that g G Kt. Let a be a lower bound of p(X) in 
T. Then, since p is an O-epimorphism, for any k G A' there exists bk G ker^? such 
that a ^ bk-k, where p(a) = a. Since kenp is directed, there exists b G kerp such 
tha t b ^ 6/7
1 for all k G A'. Hence, a.b ^ k for all A: G A' and it follows that g ^ a.b. 
Therefore, p(Xt) C (p(X))t. • 
Let w, v be essential O-homomorphisms of G witli value groups Gw, G r , re-
spectively. Then the canonical O-homomorphism G —> G/[ker w, ker v] is essen-
tial and there are essential O-homomorphisms dvw, dwv such that dvlv.c — dwr.w. 
This common essential O-homomorphism will bf denoted by c Aw. Now, elements 
(yi,y-i) £ Gw x Gv are called compatible, if d , !/ ) =- dvw(g2). Moreover, if IV is a 
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set of essential O-homomorphisms, an element (gw)w G n Gw (where IV' C IV) is 
wew 
called compatible if any pair (gw,gv) from this element is compatible. It is clear t h a t 
all these notions are generalizations of analogous notions for l-valuations as intro­
duced e.g. in [16]. Finally, we say that an element (gw)w G Yl Gw is W-complete 
wew 
for W C IV, if IJ W(gw) C IV', where W(gw) = {v G W: dwv(gw) 7- 1}. We set 
wew 
IV(1) = 0. 
Now, let IV be a defining family of essential O-homomorphisms of G. For IV' C IV 
we set 
/C(IV') = {(gw)w E ^2 Gw: (gw)w is compatible}, 
weW 
/C+(ІУ') = W ) П J2 G -
wew 
/C = /C(IV),/C+ = /C+(IV). 
L e m m a 2.3. Let W be a defining family of essential o-homomorphisms of G 
and let W C W. Then /C(JV') is a subgroup in Yl Gw. If for a,b G K(IV') there 
wew 
exists a Ab in Yl Gw, then a Ab £ JC(W) and dually for supremum. 
wew 
P r o o f . For a = (aw)wib = (bw)w G K(IV') let there exist c = (cw)w = a A b 
in H = Yl Gw. Since H is ordered componentwise, cw = aw A bw in Gw. Now 
wew 
let (p: G —> G' be an essential O-homomorphism and let x,y G G be such that x Ay 
exists in G. Then (p(x Ay) = <p(x) A (D(g). In fact, if a ^ (D(x), (D(u), then for z G G 
such tha t (p(z) = a there exists h G kenp such that ^lt ^ x,y and it follows that 
o: ^ (p(x A y). Therefore, for w, v G IV' we have 
dwv(aw A bw) = dwv(aw) A dwv(bw) = 
= dvw(av) A dvw(bv) = dvw(av A bv) 
since dwv,dvw are also essential. The rest of the proof may be done analogously. • 
The investigation of approximation theorems for a pogroup G with a defining 
family IV of l-valuations is especially complicated in the case /C(IV) C n Gw, or 
wew 
K(IV) C Yl Gw if IV is of finite character . On the other hand, there are very 
wew 
special cases when K.(W) = Yl Gw. Geroldinger and Halter-Koch [11] investigated 
conditions under which the following approximation theorem holds for a p o g r o u p 
G with a defining family IV of O-homomorphisms w: G -> Gw (here Gw is only a 
directed pO-group) of a finite character: 
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( A T ) . For any W C IV finite and any gw E Gw, iv £ W, there exists g E G 
such that 
w(g) =9w, w ^ IV ', 
u;(g) ^ 1, uj E I V \ I V ' . 
We show tha t this approximation theorem represents really a very special case, 
since AC(IV) = ^ Gw in this case. 
wew 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2 .4 . If (AT) holds for a po-group G with a defining family IV of 
o-homomorphisms of a finite character, then any w E W is essential and K(W) = 
zC Gw. 
wew 
P r o o f . We show first tha t any w E IV is essential. Let a E Hw = ker w and let 
W = {uj E IV: uj(a) 7̂  1}. Since G w is a directed pO-group, there exists aw E Gw 
such tha t a^ ^ w(a), 1. Then according to (AT) there exists g E G such tha t 
for D = iv, 
for U E IV ', 
for v E I V \ I V ' . 
Then g ^ 1, a and g E H^. Applying (AT) in an analogous way we may prove tha t 
w is an o-epimorphism. Hence, w is essential and for any w,v E IV we can construct 
wAv according to 2.1. Let us assume tha t there are w, v E W such tha t w ^ v. Then 
for any g E G with v(g) = 1 it follows that w(g) = 1, but according to (AT) there 
should exist g E G such tha t ^u(g) > 1, v(g) = 1, a contradiction. Hence, elements 
of IV are incomparable. Finally, let ui,D2 £ IV- Wre show that [kerUi,kerv2] = C7. 
In fact, let g E G, g ^ 1 and let VVi = {uj E IV: u?(g) 7 - 1 } . We may assume tha t 
vi E IVi, otherwise g E keru; . According to (AT) there exist a, b E G such that 
= WJ(^), w / Ui,u' E IV 1 
= 1, to = ui, 
> 1, otherwise, 
гv(a) < 
r = 1, w E IVi.u ' / ui, 
uj(b) < = ui(g), uj = ui, 
, ^ 1, otherwise. 
Then it is clear t h a t for any w E IV we have 1 ^ iv(g) ^ tu(a.b) and a E keru i , 
b E keru 2 - Therefore, g E [ker-vi.keri^]. Hence, uL A v2 is trivial and it follows t h a t 
JC(W) = £ Gw. • 
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Let G be a pO-group with an r-system r of a finite character . We say that this 
/•-system is defined by a family W of r-valuations, if for any finite set A of G, 
g G Ar <=> (Vuj G W)w(g) G (w(A))t. 
An example of such an /--system is a l-system which is defined by any defining family 
of f-valuations. P. Jaffard [12] proved (Th. 5, Chap. II, par. 2) tha t in this case the 
/--system r is regularly closed and there exists a Lorenzen r-group Ar(G). Moreover, 
the r(l-system coincides with r in this case. 
If //.: G —•> At(G) is a theory of quasi-divisors, then At(G) may be identified with 
the group (Z{ (G), x) of finitely generated l-ideals of G with l-multiplication. But 
even in the general case, any /'-valuation w: G —> Gw (where r is of finite character) 
may be extended onto an O-homomorphism w: (Z{ (G), x , ^ ) —•> Gw such tha t 
w(Ar) = \\\iw(A). 
Using this extension we can obtain another characterization of an r-system defined 
by a family of /--valuations. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2.5. Let r be an r-system of a finite character on G and let W 
be a defining family of r-valuations ofG. Let ^p: Z{(G) —•> \\ Gw be a product of 
wew 
w,w G IV. Then y? is injectivc if and only if r is defined by IV. 
P r o o f . Let r be defined by IV and let y(Ar) = y(Br). Let g G Ar. Then 
for any w G IV there exists a G A such that w(g) ^ w(a) ^ w(Ar) — w(Br). If 
g $ Br then there exists ^v G IV such that for all b G B we have w(b) > w(g). Hence, 
ic(g) < w(Br) = iu(Ar), a contradiction. 
Conversely, let <D be injective and let ./: be an /'-system defined by IV. Then x ^ r. 
In fact, let g G Ar and w G IV. Then w(g) G w(Ar) C (w(A))t and it follows that 
g G Ax. But in this case Ax G Z{(G) and clearly ^( .4 r ) = y(Ax). Hence, x = r. 
D 
Even in the case that </? is not injective, the map from the previous proposition 
may be useful. For a finite set A C G we put 
Ax = (J Br 
v(B,.) = ip{A,) 
BCG finite 
where we use a defining family IV of /-valuations of G. It is clear that x is an r-
systein of a finite character, x ^ r. Moreover, since any r-valuation is an x-valuation, 
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it may be proved simply that x is defined by IV, i.e. x is regularly closed. Hence, 
x ^ ra. 
In the next theorem we investigate relationships between At(G) and an /-group 
K(W) of compatible elements, where W is a defining family of r-valuations of G of 
a finite character. By w we denote a canonical extension of an r-valuation w G IV 
onto a l-valuation of A r (G); let w be a m-projection from K = K(W) onto Gw. 
T h e o r e m 2.6. Let G be a po-group with an r-system r of a finite character and 
let r be defined by a family W of r-valuations of a finite character. Then there is an 
o-isomorphism ip such that the following diagram commutes for all w G IV: 
A r ( G ) - ^ / C ( V V ) 
= G„ 
P r o o f . Let <p: G —> K be an embedding defined by p(g) = (w(g))xu. Then p is 
an (r, £)-morphism. In fact, if a G Xr, then since r is of finite character, there exists 
a finite subset K C X such that a G Kr. Then w(a) G (w(K))t = (Aw(K)) and 
it follows tha t p(a) G (p(K))f. The universality of A,(G) (see [2]; Th. 1) implies 
tha t p may be extended onto an /-homomorphism g: Ar(G) —> K such tliat for 
Ar/Br G A r (G) (here ra = r) we have g(Ar/Br) = (Ap(A)).(Ap(B))~\ where A, 
B are finite. Then Ap(A) = (w(A))w G K according to 2.3. It is clear tha t w is a 
t-valuation of K and that the set IV = {w: w G IV} is a defining family of a finite 
character of K. We further show that a ( l , l)-morphism g is an embedding. In fact, 
if g(Ar/Br) = g(Cr/Dr), then for any w G W we have 
(w(A.D))t = (w(A))t x (w(D))t = (iu(B))t x (w(C))t = (iv(B.C))t 
and since the r-system r is defined by W, we have A, x Dr = Hr x G r . Hence, D 
is injective. It is clear that g is an O-isomorphism into. Moreover, we show that g: 
Ar(G) -> K is a strong theory of quasi-divisors. Let a,b G K+, a = (aw), b = (b t r), 
and let IVi = {w G IV: au,.ba, > 1}. Then IVi is a finite set and since any /-group 
admits a strong theory of quasi-divisors (namely an identical map), any of its defining 
families of t-valuations of a finite character satisfies the positive weak approximation 
theorem ([16], Th. 3.5). Since a is clearly IVi-complete and compatible, there exists 
7 G A r (G) such that 
111(7) = altJ, w G IV!, 
w(y) 2* 1, we W \ IVi. 
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Hence, 0(7) ^ a in lC and there exists c G /C+ such that #(7) = O.c G D(Ar(G)). 
Moreover, if bw > 1 then w G IVi and c^ = 1. Hence, bw A cw = 1 and it follows 
that b A c = 1 in K. Therefore, g is a strong theory of quasi-divisors and according 
to [16], g is a theory of quasi-divisors as well. Hence, according to [2]; Th. 4, there 
exists an /-isomorphism /C = A r (A r (G)) = Ar(G). • 
From this theorem we can obtain the following very general form of an approxi-
mation theorem which holds in any p o g r o u p defined by a family of £-valuations of a 
finite character. 
Coro l lary . Let G be a po-group and let W be a defining family of t-valuations 
of G of a hnite character. Let g = (gw) G /C(W). Then there exist a\,...,an, 
b\, • • •, bin G G such that 
(w(ai) A ... Aw(an)).(w(b1) A ... Aw(bm)) = gw, if gw 7- 1, 
(w(ai) A ... Aw(an)).(w(bi) A ...Aw(bin)) ^ 1, ifgw = 1. 
It is clear that the classical approximation theorem is a special case of this general 
approximation theorem for n = m = 1. 
3. S T R U C T U R A L P R O P E R T I E S O F At(G) 
In this par t of the paper we will investigate some structural properties of the 
Lorenzen f-group. We recall first a method which enables us to define another r-
system on a factor group G/H if an r-system is defined on G. If x is an r-system 
on G of a finite character and H is an o-ideal of G, for any lower bounded subset 
A C G/H there exists a lower bounded subset A C G such that <p(A) = A, where 
ip: G —» G/H is a canonical homomorphism. Then we set AXH = Ax/H = <p(Ax). 
In [16] it was proved tha t XH is an r-system of a finite character. 
L e m m a 3 . 1 . Let G be an x-closed po-group, where x is an r-system of a hnite 
character. If H is an o-ideal ofG, then G/H is XH -closed. 
P r o o f . Let A C G/H be a finite set and let Q G G/H be such tha t a.AXH C 
AXH. Let A be a finite set such that AXH = Ax/H, Ax = (O i , . . . ,an)x, a = a.H. 
Since aaiH G Ax/H, for any i there exist O; G Ax and hi G H such that OOZ- = gMi-
Since H is directed, there exists h G H such that h -$ hi for all i. Then we have 
(OOi, aan)x C (O ib i , . . . ,gnhn)x C (gYh,.. .,gnh)x 
= h(g{,...,gn)x C h(ai,...,an)x 
and it follows tha t ah~l ^ 1. Hence, a ^ 1. D 
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L e m m a 3 .2 . Let x be an r-system on G of a finite character and let x be 
regularly closed. If H is an o-ideal ofG, then XH is regularly closed in G/H. 
P r o o f . According to [12]; Lemma, par. 2, Chapt. 2, we have only to prove that 
for any finitely generated J://-ideals AXH,BXH in G/H from AXH C BX[[ x AX[[ it 
follows tha t lG/H G BX[[. Let AXH = Ax/H, BX[[ = Bx/H. UAXH C (A.B)XH, then 
for any a G A we have OH G (A.B)X/H and for any O; G A = {Oi,. . . ,O n} there 
exist d G (A.H).T and bv- G H such that O; = c7;/t7-. Since H is directed there exists 
h G H such tha t /i ^ //.,- for all /'. Then 
Ax = (Oib.j cnhn)x C ( c i , . . . , r „ ) , . / / C (A.B)xh 
= AX x(B.h)x. 
Since T is regularly closed, we have 1 G (Bh)x and it follows tha t 1 G / / / £ Bx/H. 
• 
Now, let G be apO-group which is /-closed and let h : G -» A/(G) be the embedding. 
Then an /-ideal rl in \t(G) is called G-dense if for any a G rt there exists g G G 
such tha t a ^ l/.(O) and //((/) G 'ri. 
T h e o r e m 3 .3 . Let G /;e a po-group which is t-closed. Then there exists a 
bijection between the set of o-ideals of G and the set of G-dense l-ideals of \t(G) 
such that if H from G corresponds to A from \t(G). then 
\fH(G/H)^\t(G)/\. 
P r o o f . Since G is f-closed, G/H is //-/-closed according to 3T, and hence there 
exists the Lorenzen £//-group of G/H. Since the canonical morphism <p: G —> G/H is 




According to 3.2, the r-system tn is regularly closed in G/H and it follows from 
[2]; Th. 3, that tn coincides with the /'-system ( l / /)„. i.e. the Lorenzen l//-group 
AtH (G/H) consists of quotients At[i/Bttn where A. B are finite sets in G/H . Then 
<p is surjective. Indeed, let X = AtH/BtH G At[[(G/H). At[[ = At/H, Bt[[ = Bt/H. 
Then At/Bt G At(G) and (p(At/Bt) = X. Hence. ^ is an /-epimorphism and A = 
ker<^ is an /-ideal, A , (G) /A = At[[(G/H). We show that A is G-dense. Indeed, let 
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At/Bt G A, where A,B are finite. Since At/H = Bt/H, for any b G B there exist 
0> G At and /?.& G H such tha t b = cb.hb- Since H is directed, there exists g G H such 
that ry"1 <J lO, for all b G H. Thus, 
Bt = {cb.hb: beB}t Q {cb: beB}t.g~
l <^At.g~
l 
and we have At/Bt ^ (g)t = b(O) in A/(G). Clearly h(g) G A. 
Therefore, we liave obtained a map 
ir. 0(G)-> Cd(At(G)) 
where 0(G) is the set of O-ideals of G and Cd(At(G)) is the set of G-dense /-ideals 
of the Lorenzen t-group. 
Conversely, let A G Cd(At(G)). Let H = h~
l(A). It is clear that H is a convex 
subgroup of G. We have to show that it is directed. Let g G H. Since A is directed, 
there exists a G A such that a ^ /i(g), 1. Since A is G-dense, we can find an element 
g' G G such that h(g') G A and h(g') ^ tv ^ h,(g),l. Hence, H is an O-ideal in G. 
Then Atu(G/H) = A/ (G) /A. Indeed, let us consider the same diagram as in the 
previous part of the proof. It suffices to prove that ker<p = A. Let At/Bt G ker<£. 
Then At/H = H//H and for any a G ^4(6 G H) there exists ca G H/(c/a G A/) and 
ha G H(gt G H, respectively) such that a — ca.ha,b — d^.gb- Since H is an O-ideal, 
there exist H, v G H such that u < /?,„ for all a G A and v ^ O/, for all b G H. Hence, 
At. = {Oa-bn : (i G / ! } / C {c a : a G A}.n C H,.H, 
Bt = {db.gi,: beB}tC{db:be B}t.v C A,.D 
and it follows that h(v~l) ^ .4//H/ ^ h.(u). Hence, A//H/ G A. Conversely, if 
At/Bt G A then since A is G-dense, there exist gi,g2 £ H such that Ji(gi) ^ 
At/Bf ^ h(g-2). Since cp is an O-homomorphism, we have At/Bt G ker<£. D 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3 .4 . If a po-group G admits a theory of (juasi-divisors then any 
prime l-ideal of At(G) is G-dense. 
P r o o f . Let h: G —» A/(G) be a theory of quasi-divisors and let A be a prime 
/-ideal of A/(G). Then the canonical map w: At(G) —> At(G)/A is a t-valuation. Let 
o G A. There exist c/i,. . . ,gn G G such that a = h(g{) A . . . A /i((/u) ^ b<(gi) and we 
have 1 = W(Q) = wh{g\) A . . . A ivJi(gn) = tvh(fji) for some i. Then b(<7;) G A and 
a ^ h(fji). Hence, A is G-dense. • 
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P r o p o s i t i o n 3 .5 . If a po-group G admits a strong theory of quasi-divisors of a 
finite character then any hnite intersection of prime l-ideals of At(G) is G-dense. 
P r o o f . Let h: G -> At(G) be a strong theory of quasi-divisors of a finite 
character, let W\ be a defining family of t-valuations of a finite character of G and 
let W\ be canonical extensions of elements from JVi onto £-valuations of At(G). Let 
A = f| A; , where A{ are prime /-ideals of At(G) and let v{: At(G) -> A, (G) /A ; 
2 = 1 , . . . , 7 1 
be a canonical t-valuation. Then W = W\ U {v{ vn] is a defining family of 
a finite character of At(G) and the set W of restrictions of elements from IV onto 
G is a defining family of a finite character of G (see [1C]). Let a G A. Then 
a = (iu(a))u, G /C(W) and if we set IV' = {w G W{ : ib(a) / 1} U {v{,. . .,vn}, then 
IV' is finite and a is VV'-coinplete. Since IV satisfies the approximation theorem 
([16]; Th. 3.5), there exists g G G such that 
w(g) — ii)(a), w G IV', 
ir(cj) ^ V w G I V \ I V / . 
Hence, h(g) ^ a and Ji(g) e A. D 
If Ji: G —> A*(G) is a theory of quasi-divisors, then the Lorenzen f-group reflects 
many of the algebraic properties of G. In the following proposition we show that it 
reflects even property which is not of a finite character. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3 .6 . Let Ji: G -> T be a theory of (piasi-divisors. If a complete 
v-system coincides with a complete t-system in G, the same is true in F. 
P r o o f . Let ACT he a lower bounded set. Then for any a G *4 there exists 
a finite subset Aa C G such that a = AaG/\ (v//(a). We put A = (J Aa. Then A 
a£A 
is lower bounded. Indeed, if ;i ^ A in V, then there exist r{... . ,rn G G such that 
/ J - 1 = h(ri) A . . . A Ii(rn) and we have /J ^ Ji(i\
l). Then for any g e G such that 
' '(g) ^ /3 ^ A we have b(g) ^ a ^ h(a), a G i4a and it follows that g ^ A. 
Then (b(A)) t , = .4,,. Indeed, let u G A , and let J <: Ji(A). Then (3 ^ li(Aa) and 
it follows that ft ^ a for all a G A Hence, u ^ ft and tj G (l/(A)) t,. Conversely, let 
u G (b(A)) i ; and let /i ^ A. Then /i -$ a ^ //(a) for all a G ./I,a G Aa and we have 
LO ^ fi and u G A - Now, let a G .4,, = (h(A))v, a = //(gO A . . . A h(gm). Then 
h(g?) G (h(A))v and g?: G A,, for all i. Since A., = At in G, for any i there exists 
a finite subset B{ C A such that g* G # ; . Let B = \J B1 C A and let b G H. We 
set A = {/3 G ^1 : 6 G Ad}, where A^ C G is a finite subset such that /J = Afi(A^). 
Then A / 0. Indeed, since b e A, then b G Aa for some a G .4 and a G A - In any 
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Ab we clioose one element fib arid set B = [fib'- b € B}. Then B C A is a finite set. 
We show that a G Bt. Let O ̂  13 in V. Then O ̂  h(B). Indeed, if b G B then /?6 G /3 
and Q ^ fib — Ah(Af3u) ^ b(6), since b G AO,,. Hence, O ^ lz(H
z) for any i and since 
O, G B) and b is a (M)-morphism, we have h(gi) ^ O for any i. Therefore, O ^ a 
and a G 6V Hence, Av = At in T. D 
P. Lorenzen introduced the notion of a group Ar(G) in order to clarify a con-
struction of the Kronecker function ring and to emphasize the multiplicative basis of 
this construction. Although both these constructions are widely used it seems to us 
that the explicit relationships between the Kronecker function ring and the Lorenzen 
group has not been published yet. Let I? be an integral domain with the quotient 
field Iv and let I? be defined by a family W of valuations. Then any valuation w G W 
may be extended onto an o-homomorphism (denoted again by w) from the group of 
divisibility G(R) of R onto the O-group Gw of w. Let r be an r-system in G(R) 
defined by these extended ohomomorphisms. Then any w G W is an r-valuation 
and r is regularly closed. Hence, the Lorenzen r-group Ar(G(R)) exists and any 
element of this group is of the form Ar/Br, where A, B are finite subsets in G(R). 
Let K(R) be the Kronecker function ring of I?. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3.7. The group of divisibility ofK(R) is o-isomorphic to Ar(G(R)). 
P r o o f . A full description of G(K(R)) was done by J. Ohm [20] who proved 
(in our notation) that if d: G(R) —r Yl G™ *s a canonical embedding (and hence 
wew 
a (M)-morphism) then G(K(R)) is an /-ideal in Yl Gw generated by d(G(R)). 
w£W 
Let h: G(R) -> Ar(G(R)) be an (r, £)-embedding, then d may be extended onto 
a (M)-morphism d: Ar(G(R)) -» Yl Gw. We show tha t d is injective. Indeed, 
wew 
if for a finite subsets A, B, C, D in G(R) we have d(Ar/Br) = d(Cr/Dr), then 
we have (d(A))t.(d(D))t = (d(C))t.(d(B))t and it follows that (w(A))t.(w(D))t = 
(w(C))t.(w(B))t for all w G W. Since •/• is defined by W, we have Ar.Dr = Cr.Br 
and d is injective. Then d(Ar(G(R))) is an /-group containing d(G(R)) and it 
follows that G(K(R)) C d(Ar(G(R))). Let a G Ar(G(R)), a = Ar/Br where 
A = { « ! , . . . ,an},B = {bi,. .. ,bnl}. Then 
= (Oi) A . . . A (an) 
° ~ (bi) A . . . A ( b m ) 
and 
y d(ai) A . . . Ad(an) 
d(a) = d(b{)A...Ad(bm) 
is an element of an /-ideal generated by d(G(R)). Therefore, d(Ar(G(R))) = 
G(K(R)) and Ar(G(R)) =* G(K(R)). D 
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A Lorenzen r-group plays an important role even for r-Prufer /jO-groups which 
were introduced by Aubert [2] and under a different name by P. Jaffard [12]. Recall 
that G with an r-system r of a finite character is called r-Prufer if (F / (G) , x ) is a 
group. In [16] and [2] some characterizations of these //O-groups were proved. In the 
next proposition we extend those results. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3.8 . Let G he a po-group with an r-system of a finite character. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) G is an r-Prufer po-group. 
(2) G/H is an o-group for any r-local o-ideal H of G. 
(3) G/H is an o-group for any minimal r-local o-ideal H of G. 
P r o o f . ( 1 )=>(2 ) . Let H be an r-local O-ideal of G. Then according to [17]; 
2.9, there exists a prime /-ideal A of A r (G) such that G/H = A r ( G ) / A . Hence, 
G/H is an O-group. 
( 2 ) = > ( 3 ) . Trivial. 
( 3 ) = > ( 1 ) . Let a,b G G and let H be a minimal /"-local O-ideal of G and let, for 
example, aH ^ bH. Then according to [17]; 2.5. the / / /-system is a l-system and we 
have 
(bH) = (aH) fl (bH) = ((a) n (b))/H = ((a) n (b))r/H, 
(uMr/H = (aH,bH)ril = (a,HJ)H)t = (aH) 
concluding 
(a.b)r/H = (a.bH) = (aH) x (bH) = (aHJ>H)riI x ((a) n (b))/H 
(1) = ( a , b)r/H x ((a) 0 (b))/H = [(a. b ) r x ((a) n (b))]/H. 
Now, let H' he an arbitrary /-local O-ideal of G. According to [17]; 2.4, G + \ H' is 
a prime r-ideal in G + and there exists a maximal /-ideal M containing this /'-ideal. 
Let H be the quotient group of G+ \ M in G. Then H is the minimal /--local o-ideal 
of G, II C H'. It follows that (1) holds even for any /-local O-ideal of G. According 
to [17]; 2.8, we obtain that (a.b) r = (a, b)r x ((a) fl (b)) and it follows that (a.b)r is 
r-invertible. Hence, G is an r-Priifer pO-group. • 
M. Griffin [9]; Th. 5. proved that an integral domain R is a PVMD (Priifer v-
multiplication domain) iff I?,\/ is a valuation domain for each maximal r-ideal of I?. 
In [6] it was proved that a notion of a PVMD is a purely multiplicative one, i.e. it 
may be defined by using the group of divisibility G(R) of I? only Using the previous 
proposition we can give another proof of this Griffin result. 
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P r o p o s i t i o n 3.9. (M.Griffin). An integral domain R is a PVMD if and only if 
RM is a valuation domain for each maximal t-ideal M of R. 
P r o o f . If R is a P V M D , according to [6]; 5.2, G = G(R) admits a theory of 
quasi-divisors and is a l-Prufer /jO-group. Let M be a maxima l l-ideal of R. Then 
according to [6]; 4.7, M = WR(M \ {0}) is a maxima l l-ideal of G, where WR is 
a semi-valuation associated with R. Then according to 3.8, G(RM) — G/H is an 
O-group, where H is a l-local O-ideal generated by G+ \M. The converse implication 
may be proved analogously • 
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